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Turbulent Times Call for Dynamic Strategic Planning
Weigh four considerations as you craft
effective strategies for the digital age.

The planning process

To build a robust strategic planning process for your
credit union, consider these four areas:
Stability and success for your credit union demands a
1. Inputs and data. The modern credit union—
great strategic plan, and the effort to develop that plan small or large—finds it challenging to build a represenis the most important contribution a senior team and tative data model that allows decision makers to see
board can offer. But how do we plan in a world where we trends with the flexibility to test inferences from a wide
can’t anticipate what will happen next?
variety of perspectives.
Strategic planning success in the turbulent digital
Take, for example, the basic concept of “growth.”
age requires new variables, according to CUNA’s 2017- How do we assess and measure growth? Is it by asset
2018 Environmental Scan Report. Consider adaptabil- size, net new members, geographical reach, number of
ity and resilience along with safety
services per household, number of
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and soundness, member value
branches, the loan-to-share ratio,
propositions,
and
strategic
goals.
or some combination of these?
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Two easy ways to order
Embracing these qualities and DYNAMIC, AND RELEVANT.
And growth is just one strateyour subscription to
building a dynamic plan demands
gic dimension to consider. What
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an entirely different process from the models credit about enterprise risk, member satisfaction, return to
Newsletter:
unions have used for the past 30 years. The best way to member, channel optimization, and so forth?
n Call 800-348-3646
sum up this shift is to say that strategic planning isn’t an
The data you gather, assess, and interpret sets the
n Visit cuna.org/directors
event, it’s a daily part of business.
stage for your strategic plan. The process should encourAnd like all year-round efforts, strategic planning age the planning team to look at your credit union with
requires attention, discipline, and resources. It won’t different slices of data.
just happen automatically—even among the most well2. Plan contributors. Imagine the moment you
meaning leadership.
present the strategic priorities to your team—or perhaps
your membership. Will there be a connection to what
you’re saying? Will it seem familiar, relevant, and imporQUICK TAKE F O R YO U R N E X T B O A R D M E E T I N G
tant? Will they see their own fingerprints on the plan?
If the answer is yes, it will be much easier to comKey Growth Indicators Appear Favorable
municate and garner support for the plan. If the answer
is no, you’ll face a much harder task building alignment.
Continued strong lending growth should keep credit union earnings at
Soliciting ideas and opinions from other stakeholdhealthy levels through 2018, according to CUNA economists’ projections.
ers—including formal surveys and informal focus groups
with employees, members, partners, and subject matter
10.6
10
experts—can add dimension to your plan.
9
3. The planning session. The best strategic plan7.6%
7.4
ning
sessions are productive, dynamic, surprising, rel6.5 6
5.5 5
evant, and motivating. At worst, they’re a tedious waste
4.1
of time and money. Some of the top reasons planning
3.5 3%
sessions go badly:
n The packed agenda leaves little time for deliberation.
n The session is overly scripted.
Savings
Loans
Assets
Memberships
n The discussion lacks a strong facilitator, so some participants check out while others dominate the discussion.
2016
2017 forecast
2018 forecast
Strategic planning conversations should be ongoSource: CUNA’s 2017-2018 Environmental Scan (cuna.org/escan)
ing. The annual planning meeting should be a milestone where you evaluate assumptions and progress.

CUNA Environmental

n 

Scan resources:
cuna.org/escan
CUNA National

n 

Roundtable on
Board Leadership,
Aug. 11-13 in Las Vegas:
training.cuna.org/
boardroundtable

4. The plan. The summary of the planning session
isn’t the plan. Instead, that document should identify
guidance the board will offer the senior team, which will
develop a true strategic plan with analyses and details.
Guidance is an affirmative statement of what you
will do. For example: “Super Credit Union will continue
to evolve the quality of the member experience in its
electronic delivery channels, particularly the mobile
experience.”
The summary document should call out rationale
for the guidance, address what is and isn’t a priority for
the coming fiscal year, and set a general direction for
several years into the future. The senior team crafts a

plan and corresponding budget to fulfill the guidance in
the timelines prescribed in the planning session.
The plan should become the centerpiece for a
comprehensive communication strategy that informs,
engages, and aligns employees, teams, and divisions. As
the year unfolds, the credit union must tie key metrics
and progress back to the strategic plan.
RANDY HARRINGTON will address the inaugural CUNA
CEO Council Conference, Oct. 17-18 in Coronado, Calif. He
is CEO of Extreme Arts & Sciences (easci.com) and Strategic
Arts and Sciences (strategicartsandsciences.com). Contact
him at randy@easci.com or at 541-345-5764.

Strategic planning has changed
Then

Now

One annual strategic planning meeting

Year-round calendar of planning efforts

Old plan tees up new plan

Intensive future focus, change-ready

Board and CEO determine content and agenda

Agenda connects to comprehensive strategic plan

Tangible milestones (branches, conversions, etc.)
are the focus

Focus on inferential key measures to build a long-term
data model

Progress measurements are not unique

Progress measurements are relevant to specific objectives

Prepare for the Workforce of the Future
CUNA HR &
Organizational
Development Council:
cunacouncils.org

Create opportunities for staff to adjust
their skills to the digital era.
With talk of robots taking over jobs in the not-sodistant future, people sometimes wonder how to ensure
they don’t become obsolete. The answer is simple:
Stretch your skills, knowledge, and approach to work.
“To be ready for tomorrow, we need to stretch
ourselves today,” says Barbara Mistick, who delivered a
keynote address at the 2017 CUNA HR & Organizational
Development Council Conference.
Automation and artificial intelligence (AI) will
increasingly take root, according to CUNA’s 2017-2018
Environmental Scan Report. Human resource experts
believe AI will boost productivity and innovation rather
than replace jobs, but you should consistently review
staff hiring, retention, and development programs so
you remain competitive.
Mistick encourages credit union leaders—including
board members—to consider five transitional behaviors
as they shape the workforce of tomorrow:
1. Learn on the fly. Maximize employees’ opportunities to learn outside of a formal classroom setting.
Clearly define which capabilities you expect of your

employees. Also, act as a curator of learning options.
Ease employees’ decision-making process about which
training options to pursue by narrowing the choices.
2. Be open. Encourage staff to recognize opportunities and seek new options in their daily work. Employees
crave feedback, so ensure managers provide meaningful guidance to their direct reports. Also, be open
and transparent about how the credit union operates.
Transparency will increase employees’ trust and lead to
more engagement.
3. Build diverse networks. Create a mentoring or
affinity program that will allow employees to ask others
within the organization for guidance, and provide online
tools that will allow for social collaboration.
4. Be greedy about experiences. Reward the
career makers—those who provide the guidance and
leadership that allow other employees to develop.
Consider creating “mid-life internships,” a program that
allows older employees to explore different career paths
within the credit union.
5. Bounce forward. Connect your employees with
purpose. And foster innovation with a “failure wall,”
where people who have failed can write down what
didn’t work and share that information with others.
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Poor Management Practices Can Lead to Lawsuits
To mitigate risk, ensure supervisors adhere
to these principles.
Ineffective or unskilled managers can cause you to lose
your best talent, and present one of the biggest exposures to an employment practices liability lawsuit. In
fact, one in eight U.S. companies faces the prospect of
having an employment charge filed against them each
year, according to the insurance provider Hiscox.
Of the credit union claims filed with CUNA Mutual
Group’s Management Professional Liability Policy,
approximately 50% of all claim dollars relate to employment practices liability losses.
These losses often involve discrimination, harassment, and/or retaliation. Even with seasoned human
resource (HR) professionals, up-to-date policies, and
the latest workforce management technology, a poorly
trained—or just plain bad—manager can negatively
impact the credit union. The impact reflects both financial and reputational risk.
Take these actions to avoid this loss trend:
n Train managers on existing policies and expectations
of behavior. Be specific when discussing discrimination,
harassment, and anti-retaliation policies. Be extremely
clear about what you consider acceptable and unacceptable behavior.
n Stress that the responsibility to comply with these
policies extends beyond the branch office environment
and includes off-site meetings, training, and celebrations. Clearly communicate to managers that the credit
union doesn’t tolerate retaliatory conduct based on an
employee’s complaint of discrimination or harassment,
as well as participation in any investigatory proceedings.
n Apply policies consistently among all employees.
Preferential treatment or inconsistencies can make for
a devastating discrimination argument against your
credit union. Make sure a manager doesn’t recommend
termination for one employee, where he or she might
only have issued a verbal warning to another.
n Provide proper documentation, especially as it relates
to progressive discipline. Managers must document performance improvement discussions and any other disciplinary actions. A paper trail proves the manager’s deci-
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sion was well thought-out and that the credit union gave
the employee an opportunity to correct the behavior.
n Avoid poorly administered performance evaluations.
Missing or inadequate performance evaluations can
undermine any employment-related decision. If a manager isn’t completing performance evaluations within
the required timeframes, or is avoiding uncomfortable
conversations with underperforming employees, you
might have a problem. Know when to engage your HR
department in the evaluation process.

CUNA Mutual Group’s
Protection Resource
Center:
cunamutual.com/prc

Approximately 50% of
all CU claim dollars relate
to employment practices
liability losses.
Source: CUNA Mutual Group

Don’t terminate carelessly. Terminating an employee
is never an easy decision, but doing it too quickly can
harm your credit union’s image and even make you look
discriminatory. Whether it’s a layoff, policy violation, or
poor performance, managers should clearly understand
the reasoning behind the decision.
Treat the affected employee with respect and honesty, including manager participation with employee
questions regarding the termination. Always discuss a
potential termination with HR prior to making a final
decision, and be sure someone from HR is present when
you deliver the message.
The best formula for success is to direct a well-managed credit union complete with consistent training and
communication with all managers and staff. Monitor
managers so they know what the credit union expects
of them and why.
This approach can minimize the risk of an employment practice claim and put you in the best position to
defend your actions.
n

CARLOS MOLINA is a risk consultant with CUNA Mutual
Group (cunamutual.com). Contact him at carlos.molina@
cunamutual.com.

Do you know a fellow board member, executive,
or credit union employee who demonstrates
outstanding innovation and creativity?
Credit Union Magazine will publish a special issue in
October honoring such individuals as Credit Union
Rock Stars. Visit news.cuna.org/nominaterockstar to
nominate someone before the July 1 deadline.
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Perspectives That Will Change Your Outlook, Approach
CUNA’s America’s CU

ACUC keynoters to deliver powerful,
thought-provoking messages.

preconference session,

The four keynote speakers at CUNA’s America’s Credit
Union Conference later this month in Las Vegas will
explore trends that are reshaping the industry, strategies
to fuel growth, and ideas that can change how consumers view and interact with financial services providers.

June 25-28 in Las Vegas:

Big change in just five seconds

Conference, which
includes a Women’s
Leadership Workshop

acuc.cuna.org

In the wake of the financial crisis, Mel Robbins had lost
her job, and her husband’s business was on the ropes.
That put immense pressure on the family financially and
pushed Robbins to the brink emotionally.
“I was in a hole, and I had no idea how to get the
courage or confidence to get myself out of it,” she says.
Neil Pasricha

Brett Culp

Guy Kawasaki

Mel Robbins

The epiphany came when Robbins saw a TV commercial featuring a rocket launch. She committed to
breaking her habit of maxing out her snooze button, the
first step toward regaining control of her life.
“I did what NASA does: I went ‘5-4-3-2-1,’ and something crazy happened—I stood up,” she says. “It’s like the
counting was quieting the mental excuses.”
She continued using that exercise, making incremental changes that transformed her outlook and led to
opportunities as a CNN legal analyst, personal development speaker, and entrepreneur. Robbins explains her
concept’s impact in her book “The 5-Second Rule.”
“I’m a totally different human being now because
I’m in control,” she says. “I have brought to the surface the
true essence of who I am.”
Send us your comments:
directors@cuna.coop
Follow:
@CUDirectors

Pioneering new processes

Brett Culp, the personal cinematographer for Hollywood
stars, music icons, and famous athletes, believes in the
power of video and film to inspire and empower.
A prime example is his 2013 documentary, “Legends
of the Knight,” which tells true stories of people who
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become real-life heroes through their love of the comic
book character Batman.
Culp pioneered a new distribution approach, allowing anyone to screen “Legends of the Knight” if they
donated all proceeds to charity. Without spending a
single dollar on marketing, advertising, or staff, the
movie screened in theaters in more than 100 cities internationally, raising nearly $100,000 for charity.
That experience led Culp to create the Rising Heroes
Project, which produces films and other creative projects
that inspire viewers to overcome personal adversity and
engage with the world in a positive way.
“Every single one of us has this incredible potential
to make a difference,” Culp says.

Create products that inspire

Many of the lessons Guy Kawasaki shares in his books
and presentations draw from his time at Apple working
under the company’s late co-founder, Steve Jobs.
What made Jobs so special, Kawasaki says, was his
ability to envision products that address the wants and
needs consumers couldn’t articulate. Likewise, credit
unions should focus on serving consumer needs rather
than on fighting the competition, he advises.
The key is having a product that makes people’s
lives better; one that people in the organization believe
in. That’s where evangelism starts.
“It takes a true believer in a great product,” says
Kawasaki, now the chief evangelist of Canva, a brand
ambassador for Mercedes-Benz, and an executive fellow of the Haas School of Business at the University of
California-Berkeley.

Happiness sows seeds of success

Neil Pasricha says we’ve got the equation for success all
wrong. “It’s not ‘great work leads to big success, which
leads you to be happy,’” he says. “It’s ‘being happy leads
to great work, which leads to big success.’”
Pasricha—who co-founded the Institute for Global
Happiness—discovered people can choose to be happy,
which can translate to success in the workplace.
“The biggest thing I learned from this process is that
the glass isn’t half-full or half-empty,” he says. “The glass
is refillable. The concept has inspired me and taught me
how to turn a bad day into a good one.”
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